
300316819. Auto field fill-in in WDI Client of fields

1001110818. Timers (by TP/transaction) for overdue FAs
(All WDI).

000691517. E-mail notification capability of translation
failure.

100761616. Add Transaction Store for DT maps(WDI
3.2), include all functionality available in MVS.

101154815. Support WDI Client on Windows XP
platform.

1000190114. Add capability to process and translate HL7
data.

100471813. Have user level locking capability for maps
in TEST and PROD.

3006101112. Automated conversion from EDI to XML
messages.

601108511. Flag code fields consisting of blanks as
error.

110551810. Provide a conversion routine from Send /
Receive mapping to Data Transformation
mapping.

8007879.  Print adf and map or etc to a file.

131014208.  HIPAA standard on the mainframe

20059147. Provide schema support for XML.

11011986.  Provide additional functionality in the Export
batch utility to allow the selection of individual
usages for any given TP.

400121045.  Invalid envelope does not produce a 997

000216124.  Add Expand All, Colapse All, Search
features to standards, mapping, and DF
screens.

10014963.  Allow manual transaction acknowledgement.

120011432.  Allow multiple literal lines in host mapping
screens.

000810121. Add security feature to DI Client.

No
Vote

Major
Neg.
Impact
(-2)

Minor 
Neg.
Impact
(-1)

No
Impact
(0)

Minor
Benefit
(+1)

Major
Benefit
   (+2)  

  Requirement
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400159236. Allow BatchID and Application ID to be
used as an alternate key for the Status Update
API..

500149235. Allow users to change the Network Status
via the Update Interchange/Group Status
screen.

2001510334. Add the BatchID field to display on
Interchange, Group and Transaction Detail
screens.

101187333. Add the BatchID field to the C record
layout.

400154732. Add a new Network Status code that
means “Accepted by Application”.  It would
make more sense than using the present
“Accepted by Network”.

400138531. We need a way to mark transactions as
received by application, both manually and
programatically.

500115930. On MQ receive, can we have the Receive
File unwrapped, either new line for each
message or vertical format?

4002131129. On DI Client/ADF/Dictionary, make it
easier to change structure to record, record to
loop, etc.

200981128. Create DI Client map report that is similar in
format to the DI mainframe report.

700203027. On "Add TP Usage for Receiving" screen,
aside from Responsible Agency Code, Version
& Release, also add Industry Identifier Code:

401154626. Add the capability to able to set up the
MQMD info on the where usage area.

401135725. Add the capability to set up the MQ queue
on the where usage area.

201891024. Create an internal TP ID index.

1007121023. Add a 'Search' function to DI Client.

400142122. Add a 'Cut and Paste' capability to DI
Client.

1016111121. Add web based tool for reviewing and
manipulating the Transaction Store.

100518620. Add wizard to assist with the creation of
Perform statements in Service profiles        

relating to each other (profiles, etc. - All WDI). 
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900251455. Specific and detailed implementation plan for
Migration to WDI 3.2 from various versions

600109554. Transaction Store reconciliation with
Functional Acknowledgments that don’t match
any transaction. 

300717353. Allow read only access on queries that do not
have UPDATE rights to a given table.

4004111152. DICLIENT - Make all date fields the same
format, or at least display the format of the date
that is required. i.e. YYYYMMDD,
MM-DD-YYY...

60088851. DICLIENT - Make all list based  entry boxes
search/advance by more than the first character.

800610650. DICLIENT - Add ability to Print/Preview
Standard loop/segment & element mapping
report.  Create new report for Application data
format loop/record/structure and field  

2001171049. Ability to ‘User Acknowledge” overdue
functional acknowledgments.

3005111148. DICLIENT - Ability to create queries for
Trading Partner Usages. 

500116847. Ability to specify ASCII to EBCIDIC
conversion of MQSeries queue in the MQ profile
member or  possibly Perform Statement parm. 

700145346. Read and process MqSeries application
queues based on MQ Message  ID.

200811945. Ability to rename dataformat fields and carry
the new name through to mapping.

120065644. Ability to convert from XML to X12 and X12
to XML.

300156643. Provide a file of error messages in a
standardized format which can be            
forwarded electronically. 

100571742. Change the audit trail report error messages
to be in a more consistent, comprehensive
format.

1007111141. Ability to enter trading partner profile and
usage additions, updates and deletes.   To take
affect immediately or some future date/time.

500147440. Support ACH formatted files to do financial
EDI.

700182339. Integrate with PeopleSoft like SAP.

900710438. Allow for occurrence qualification to be
qualified by element and value.

100281937. Improve error messages produced during
translation. 
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160024858. Option to test map on client - Translation test
engine

1000511457. Ability to place Hex values in string
900551156. Benchmark Performance of WDI 3.2

     

Numbers 11 and 44 - can be done in WDI 3.2
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